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1. As soon as the computer was invented, a growing

6. Implantation of the embryo is a milestone in human

---------- for computers by scientists and engineers

development as it is from this stage onwards that the

evolved, and numerous universities started their own

embryo ---------- to take shape and the overall body plan

projects to produce them in the 1940s.

----------.

A) isolation

B) concern

A) began / had been decided

C) awareness

D) demand

B) begins / is decided

E) variety

C) had begun / will be decided
D) will begin / was decided

2. By messing with the balance of microorganisms in

E) is beginning / has been decided

the body and by killing too many of the good bacteria in
your gut, antibiotics may have certain ---------- effects

7. Even though the theory of dualism ----------, many

on your health.

people still cling to the idea that consciousness ----------

A) prevalent

B) negligible

C) damaging

D) consistent

outside of the body.
A) has been disproven / can exist

E) abundant

B) was disproven / could exist
C) is disproven / had to exist

3. Current research has suggested that people who

D) had been disproven / should have existed

consume more trans fatty acids have ---------- greater

E) will be disproven / must have existed

levels of aggression.
A) independently

B) significantly

8. The Great Barrier Reef is one of the longest reefs in the

C) deliberately

D) mutually

world, ---------- more than 2000 kilometres along the

E) preciously

northeastern coast of Australia.
A) to have extended

4. In crime scene investigation, forensic science ----------

B) having been extended

evidence that may link a suspect to a crime or prove him

C) to extend

or her innocent.

D) extending

A) initiates

B) accelerates

C) precedes

D) counters

E) having extended

E) provides

9. ---------- World War II, many of the factories that had
been devoted to military production ---------- the

5. Although the game of baseball as it is known today is

fighting were converted back to their original, civilian

uniquely American, it ---------- the popular English

uses.

children’s bat-and-ball game called rounders.

A) At / with

A) gets along

B) derives from

B) Along / over

C) accounts for

D) goes through

C) Following / during

E) brings about

D) Through / within
E) Across / for
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10. Any mental exercise helps cognition ----------

15. The numerous Italian princes’ palaces became

building, lengthening, or strengthening the pathways that

significant centres of the Renaissance and the

carry information ---------- neurons.

Baroque periods ---------- their comparatively minor

A) in / upon

political influence.

B) off / from

A) due to

C) at / with

B) in terms of

D) towards / beneath

C) rather than

E) by / between

D) as well as
E) despite

11. ---------- most people can find benefits in crosscultural living or learning, some experience
psychological blocks and other inhibiting effects due to
culture shock.
A) Because

B) Only when

C) While

D) Unless

E) Provided that
12. Brain death happens when the brain shows no signs
of any activity, ---------- machines are keeping the heart
and lungs working.
A) even if

B) because

C) after
D) in case

E) until

13. Bird nests differ from ---------- species to the next,
and ---------- nest has its own style of architecture,
including location, materials, and shape.
A) other / any

B) one / each

C) some / another

D) all / whole

E) every / neither
14. The town of Ushuaia lies at the southern tip of
Argentina, ---------- close to the Antarctic ---------- it is
bitterly cold for much of the year.
A) such / that

B) as / as

C) the more / the more

D) either / or

E) so / that
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Global warming will bring significant changes to the

16.

A) profoundly

B) unintentionally

world as a whole, but the particular types and scales of

C) lightly

D) cautiously

these impacts will be (16) ----------

E) occasionally

affected by

local conditions. Climate change will not just have
general global effects, but (17) ---------- time it will

17.

A) over

B) at

create specific impacts within your very own

C) for

D) during

neighbourhood. Because the changes people will face

E) before

vary from place to place, local governments will be best
equipped to address these problems as one-size-fits-all

18.

A) were not working

solutions (18) ----------. National governments that

B) will not work

signed and ratified the UN Framework Convention on

C) should not have worked

Climate Change agreed to undertake adaptation

D) had not worked

planning. Several countries, (19) ---------- the

E) will not have worked

Dominican Republic, Cuba, and others in the
Caribbean, are also undertaking regional planning. But

19.

A) in case of

B) such as

fundamentally, (20) ---------- climate change is

C) with regards to

D) in terms of

happening globally, people need to react locally.

E) as a result of
20.

A) in case

B) although

C) until

D) as soon as

E) since
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1 D

11 C

2 C

12 A

3 B

13 B

4 E

14 E

5 B

15 E

6 B

16 A

7 A

17 A

8 D

18 B

9 C

19 B

10 E

20 B
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